GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

08/30/2017

HIGHLIGHT

#DOLOMITESVIVES ENDS WITH A
GOURMET EVENT

Info about how to reach passo Sella: www.fassa.com. The huts offer the chef's
dishes and also other delicious specialties.

Today in the valley
MISTER VOICE SHOW

PIAZ MARCONI CANAZEI - 9.00 PM
The unmissable event of Mister Voice with Claudio Lauretta, from the
popular Radio Deejay program "Ciao Belli".

PIAZZA FOLK

PIAZA DE COMUN POZZA - 9.00 PM
The local folk group performs with their most beautiful dances of the
ladin tradition.

SHOOTING ANIMALS

LA GRAN CIASA SORAGA - 9.00 PM
The photographer Marco Mazzel presents a selection of his most
stunning shots of the local animals.

And today they're nine. It's #DolomitesVives the event that each
Wednesday in July and August 2017 has been offering music, cultural,
sport and gastronomic events at Passo Sella, that is reachable using
sustainable means of transport, by lifts, by bike or hiking. For the latest
appointment, the six starred chefs are back with their special dishes for
excursionists at six different huts. The chefs are Stefano Ghetta, Paolo
Donei with Reimund Brunner, Armin Mairhofer, Martin Mairhofer and
Mario Porcelli that will respectively be at these huts: Comici, Passo Sella
Mountain Resort, Carlo Valentini, Salei, Friedrich August and Des Alpes.
The tastings are divided into two tours, but also single dishes can be
tasted (cost: 30€ for the tour, 15 € for one dish and 1 beverage).

Itineraries
INTO THE WILD: VALSORDA
Every logger of Fassa knows this valley. The wonderful and wild
Valsorda, which brings to the Latemar, stores along the namesake
stream the tracks of the old "cava de le bore" (cave of trunks), a
passage for logs and woods five km long, built with stones and
rocks, attentively studied, from its slopes to its bends. In winter the
frozen cave used to become a sleigh slope where, until the
Seventies, thousands of cubic metres of wood passed by. To
discover this itinerary, start from Forno di Moena, following path n.
516, which starts from the entrance of the cave, which will be
crossed in many spots. Arrived at Valsorda dairy (1676 m - 2 hrs),
expert hikers can go on towards Bivouac Latemar (2365 m - 1 h),
whereas the less trained can walk along path n. 517 leading to
Medil, thence to Forno or to Medil.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
AUGUST 31 8.00 AM - CANAZEI

CLIMBING THE QUEEN

HIKE TOWARDS THE PEAK OF MARMOLADA WITH THE ALPINE
GUIDES. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 31 8.30 AM - CAMPITELLO

AROUND MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
TOWARDS SASSO PIATTO AND ITS GRAZING (AGAINST PAYMENT).
AUGUST 31 9.00 AM . MOENA

TRE VALLI MTB

DISCOVERING THE ROUTE OF THE FAMOUS GRANDTOUR. MEETING
POINT: BICI GRILL. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
One of the most popular Ladin Easter traditions still alive in Val di
Fassa is named “pechenèr”. The verb indicates an eggs battle
between couples (at the time only men). The game includes two
participants each one with his/her own coloured eggs trying to
break the rival’s one. In the ancient times, women used to make
coloured eggs for their men, husbands but especially fiancé that
during Easter time used to meet their loved-ones at home .Usually
the fiancé offered five eggs to her promised, according to a Ladin
saying: Un no l’è da dèr, doi no i è da tor, trei vegn dal cher, cater
l’è da mat e cinch l’è d’amor” (Do not give one, do not take one,
three are from the heart, four it’s a crazy thing and five are for
love).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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